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Leonard Westland fonds.
c. 1905-1912.
244 photographs: b&w (tiff, jpeg)

Biographical Sketch/Administrative History
Westland, Leonard George: Leonard George Westland owned and operated a hardware and paint store in London South on Wortley Road near Bruce St. in the first part of the 20th century. He was also an amateur photographer. Leonard George Westland owned and operated a hardware and paint store in London South on Wortley Road near Bruce St. in the first part of the 20th century. He was also an amateur photographer.

Scope and Content
This fonds is comprised of b&w photographs scanned for the Western Archives from photograph albums loaned to us by Westland descendants in 2006. The photographs were selected from the albums based on their local interest in the topics photographed. There are scanned copies of pictures of London and Middlesex County (including areas now part of London including Lambeth and Byron), Port Stanley, Sarnia and other surrounding villages and rural areas in southwestern Ontario. Westland took the photographs between ca. 1905-12. There are many local landmarks, events and views that were of interest to Leonard Westland.

Arrangement
Western Archives has arranged the collection according to the subject matter of the images.

Title Notes
Title is based on caption in album or contents of the photograph.
Series Descriptions

AFC 465-S1 Area surrounding London. 
ca. 1905-1912. 
37 b&w photographs (tiff, jpeg)

Scope and Content
Series consists of photographs for area around London, including Byron, Lambeth and rural fringe mostly showing road and railway access at the time photographed by Westland. These areas are now part of the current City of London.

AFC 465-S1-I16 Crumlin 2nd view [hotel]. -- 1910. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S1-I1 Stairs Woodland Cemetery. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S1-I2 Hamilton Road Hotel Graham. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S1-I3 Hamilton Road [looking east toward Siddall House]. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S1-I4 Plewis house and mill ruins. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)
AFC 465-S1-I5 Commissioners Rd E [at] Wharncliffe [Road]. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S1-I6 Baseline [Rd.] & Ridout St. S. [with young girl and male youth]. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S1-I7 Pond Mills Aug 2, 1909 [with 3 boats]. -- 1909. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S1-I8 A beauty spot, Pond Mills [with 5 boys]. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S1-I9 Baseline, Wortley, Ridout 1 [smokestacks]. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S1-I10 Baseline, Wortley, Ridout 2. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S1-I11 Auto 8490 1910 Baseline [group in automobile on Baseline Rd.]. -- 1910. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)
AFC 465-S1-I12 End of Ridout St. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S1-I13 Byron church. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S1-I14 From Commissioners Rd across Springbank [view of house and barn across Thames River]. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S1-I15 Crumlin 1910 view. -- 1910. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S1-I17 Commissioners Rd [man riding bicycle]. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S1-I18 Pond Mills Cemetery [and view of ponds]. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S1-I19 On the Medway creek. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)
AFC 465-S1-I20 On the Medway creek 2 [bridge in background]. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S1-I21 Masonville 1911. -- 1911. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

Scope and Content

AFC 465-S1-I22 Ridout to City [of London]. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S1-I23 Commissioners Road. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S1-I24 Old Road House Adelaide St. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S1-I25 [Railway] Station at Lambeth. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)
AFC 465-S1-I26 Church passed at Byron. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S1-I27 Two Mile House 1. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S1-I28 Two Mile House 2. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S1-I29 Anglican Church Lambeth. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S1-I30 Hotel at Lambeth. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S1-I31 Looking east across MacKenzie farm from Wortley Rd. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)
AFC 465-S1-I32 Ridout St South [man on wooden sidewalk]. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S1-I33 Commissioners Rd 1912 from Wharncliffe [Rd in winter]. -- 1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S1-I34 Winter scene Commissioners Road from Wharncliffe S. -- ca. 1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S1-I35 Wharncliffe [Rd] and 2nd Concession 1 [snow piled high on side of road]. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S1-I36 Wharncliffe [Rd] and 2nd Concession 2 [snow covered roads]. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S1-I37 At Pond Mills [train on tracks]. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)
AFC 465-S1-I38 Richmond Street N [with bridge in background]. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S1-I39 Old log house Gore of London. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)
AFC 465-S2 Bridges.
c.a. 1905-1912.
10 b&w photographs (tiff, jpeg)

Scope and Content
This series consists of photographs of bridges within London.

AFC 465-S2-I1 Richmond St bridge 1. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S2-I2 Richmond St bridge 2. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S2-I3 Meadow Lilly Bridge demolition 1. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S2-I4 Meadow Lilly Bridge demolition 2. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S2-I5 Turn near King Street Bridge. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)
AFC 465-S2-I6 Victoria Bridge 1. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S2-I7 Victoria Bridge 2. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S2-I8 Blackfriars Bridge 1907. -- 1907. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S2-I9 Oxford St Bridge. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S2-I10 Oxford and CPR Bridges. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)
AFC 465-S3 Buildings.
ca. 1905-1912.
18 b&w photographs (tiff, jpeg)

Scope and Content
Series consists of various buildings including churches, schools, and other public sites such as the courthouse and market.

AFC 465-S3-I1 Sprinbank pumphouse and dam. -- ca, 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S3-I2 Covent Garden Market Mamie [circus promotion]. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S3-I3 London Market Covent Farmer’s market 1909 [Covent Garden]. -- 1909. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S3-I4 City buildings Hospital Annex Hygiene Institute. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S3-I5 Distribution plant PUC rear [under construction]. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)
AFC 465-S3-I6 Distribution plant PUC front [under construction]. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S3-I7 Artist Mount St Joseph [in] background. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S3-I8 Courthouse. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S3-I9 First Horticultural Hall [Provincial Exhibition Building]. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S3-I10 Gates to Mount St. Joseph [man posed with bicycle]. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S3-I11 Wortley Road School. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)
AFC 465-S3-I12 The Pepperbox Church. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S3-I13 Elsie Good Friday 1912 Normal School. -- 1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S3-I14 Castle Kerry, Court House [London, showing side of jail from sidewalk]. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S3-I15 Wolseley Barracks 1908 no. 1. -- 1908. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S3-I16 Wolseley Barracks 1908 no. 2. -- 1908. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)
AFC 465-S3-I17 St John the Evangelist Church. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S3-I18 City Hall. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S3-I19 Reservoir roof. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)
AFC 465-S4 Businesses.
ca. 1905-1912.
9 b&w photographs (tiff, jpeg)

Scope and Content
Series consists of photographs of London businesses including the 1908 Kingsmill fire and interior views of Smallman and Ingram store.

AFC 465-S4-I1 Smallman & Ingram 1908. -- 1908. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S4-I2 Kingsmill fire 1911. -- 1911. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S4-I3 View 5th floor Smallman and Ingram [other Downtown buildings] 1. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S4-I4 View 5th floor Smallman and Ingram [other Downtown buildings] 2. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S4-I5 View 5th floor Smallman and Ingram [other Downtown buildings] 3. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)
AFC 465-S4-I6 View 5th floor Smallman and Ingram [other Downtown buildings] 4. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S4-I7 Interior Smallman and Ingram [under construction]. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S4-I8 Bank of Commerce. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)
AFC 465-S5 Events.
ca. 1905-1912.
6 b&w photographs (tiff, jpeg)

Scope and Content
Series consists of events in London, mainly the Old Boys Reunion, and Strathroy.

AFC 465-S5-I1 [London] Old Boys Reunion 1908. -- 1908. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S5-I2 Labor Day 1910. -- 1910. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S5-I3 Laurier in Strathroy. -- 1908. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S5-I4 [London] Old Boys 1908 Talbot St. -- 1908. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)
AFC 465-S5-I5 [London] Old Boys 1908 Richmond St. -- 1908. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S5-I6 [London] Old Boys 1908 Dundas & Adelaide. -- 1908. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S5-I7 Cigar makers [marching in parade]. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)
AFC 465-S6 Houses.
c.a. 1905-1912.
17 b&w photographs (tiff, jpeg)

Scope and Content
This series consists of photographs of houses mainly in the London area.

AFC 465-S6-I1 Springbank Hunt cottage. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S6-I2 Rose cottage 1909. -- 1909. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

Scope and Content
The view looks north along the west side of Smith Street towards 22 identical houses. These were built around 1907-08.

AFC 465-S6-I3 Opposite Rose cottage. -- ca. 1909. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S6-I4 Smith St 22 houses in row. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

Scope and Content
The view looks north along the west side of Smith Street towards 22 identical houses. These were built around 1907-08.

AFC 465-S6-I5 One of old houses, London 1910. -- 1910. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)
AFC 465-S6-I6 Bruce home, Wellington Rd. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S6-I7 William Street cottage 1. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S6-I8 Old house. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S6-I9 William Street cottage 2. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S6-I10 The old house. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S6-I11 The Lauri Wilson house. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S6-I12 44 Garfield Ave, 1911. -- 1911. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)
AFC 465-S6-I13 The old See house. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S6-I14 Views of Waverley 1. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S6-I15 Views of Waverley 2. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S6-I16 Views of Waverley 3 [grounds]. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S6-I17 House Brick St #18. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)
AFC 465-S7 Middlesex County.
ca. 1905-1912.
25 b&w photographs (tiff, jpeg)

Scope and Content
Series consists of photographs of rural areas and communities within Middlesex County.

AFC 465-S7-I1 Kilworth Bridge 1910. -- 1910. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S7-I2 Sideroad N from Nilestown. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S7-I3 Nilestown 1910. -- 1910. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S7-I4 Town hall Delaware. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S7-I5 St John [Arva] 1911. -- 1911. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)
AFC 465-S7-I6 Killworth Valley [Kilworth]. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S7-I7 Westminster Station. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S7-I8 at Dorchester. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S7-I9 Dorchester [village] 1910. -- 1910. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S7-I10 old Methodist church Gladstone. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S7-I11 new Methodist church Gladstone. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S7-I12 4th conc [concession] Westminster. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)
AFC 465-S7-I13 Scottsville Cemetery. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S7-I14 Clarence [on bicycle] at Delaware Bridge. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S7-I15 Old farmhouse Proof line. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S7-I16 Dam at Arva. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S7-I17 Uphill to Birr. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S7-I18 One View of the Medway. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S7-I19 Brick kilns at Elginfield. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)
AFC 465-S7-I20 Principle hotel at Elginfield Royal Hotel. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S7-I21 Lucan [main street]. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S7-I22 Ailsa Craig Town Hall. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S7-I23 Down hill to Delaware. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S7-I24 Up same hill from Delaware. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S7-I25 Walkers old shops. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)
AFC 465-S8 Mills.
ca. 1905 - 1912.
11 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

Scope and Content
Series consists of photographs of mills within London including Hunt's Mill and Saundby's Mill.

AFC 465-S8-I1 Hunt's Dam 1. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S8-I2 Ruins Meadowlily Mills. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S8-I3 Hunt's Dam 2. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S8-I4 Saunby Mill May 17, 1912 demolition. -- 1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S8-I5 Saunby's Dam 1. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S8-I6 Hunt's Mill 1. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)
AFC 465-S8-I7 Hunt's Dam August 1908. -- 1908. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S8-I8 Hunt's Mill 2. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S8-I9 Saunby's Blackfriars Mill. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S8-I10 Saunby's Dam 2. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S8-I11 Ruins of the dam. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)
AFC 465-S9 Parks.
ca. 1905-1912.
6 b&w photographs (tiff, jpeg)

Scope and Content
Series consists of views of various parks within London area or area surrounding them.

AFC 465-S9-I1 Springbank Pavillion 1910. -- 1910. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S9-I2 Reservoir Springbank. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S9-I3 Entrance Springbank. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S9-I4 Victoria Park [South African War, Soldier's monument]. -- ca. 1911-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S9-I5 Wonderland [Woman and child posed on grounds]. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)
AFC 465-S10 Southwestern Ontario communities.
ca. 1905-1912.
33 b&w photographs (tiff, jpeg)

Scope and Content
Series consists of scenes of communities in Southwestern Ontario, mainly Sarnia, Port Stanley and St. Joseph.

AFC 465-S10-I1 Paris Train Station 1910. -- 1910. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S10-I2 Bridge at river Port Stanley. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S10-I3 Alma College St. Thomas. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S10-I4 Steam engine St. Thomas. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S10-I5 8 miles from London. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)
AFC 465-S10-I6 St. Thomas 1. — ca. 1905-1912. — 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S10-I7 Port Stanley all along the line. — ca. 1905-1912. — 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S10-I8 Port Stanley Hurry around the bend. — ca. 1905-1912. — 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

Scope and Content
Riders in car on the roller coaster at Port Stanley.

AFC 465-S10-I9 At the Bath Houses Pt [Port] Stanley. — ca. 1905-1912. — 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S10-I10 From dock of Glen Erie. — ca. 1905-1912. — 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S10-I11 Ferry. — ca. 1905-1912. — 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S10-I12 Sarnia Dock. — ca. 1905-1912. — 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)
AFC 465-S10-I13 Sarnia Post Office Aug 1910. -- 1910. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S10-I14 Sarnia opposite post office. -- ca 1910. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S10-I15 St. Thomas 2 [Hotel Stanley]. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S10-I16 Cnr [corner] 5th Concession. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S10-I17 Port Stanley Church. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S10-I18 South west Traction line at Port [Stanley]. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)
AFC 465-S10-I19 views Port Stanley [Customs House]. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S10-I20 Port Stanley views. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S10-I21 Grand Bend looking to Lake Huron. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S10-I22 Grand Bend looking upstream. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S10-I23 Grand Bend looking inshore. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S10-I24 St. Joseph. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S10-I25 Empty buildings at St. Joseph 1. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)
AFC 465-S10-I26 Empty buildings at St. Joseph 2. — ca. 1905-1912. — 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S10-I27 Balmoral Hotel, St. Joseph. — ca. 1905-1912. — 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S10-I28 Brenner House Grand Bend. — ca. 1905-1912. — 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S10-I29 Bessemer dock Port Stanley. — ca. 1905-1912. — 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S10-I30 Port Stanley Sunday morning 1908. — 1908. — 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S10-I31 Port Stanley 1908. — 1908. — 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)
AFC 465-S11 Sports.
6 b&w photographs (tiff, jpeg)

Scope and Content
Series consists of photographs of sports venues and mainly baseball.

AFC 465-S11-I1 Baseball at Springbank [Park]. – ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S11-I2 Clare at bat 1911 [baseball]. -- 1911. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S11-I3 London Rowing Club clubhouse. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S11-I4 Tecumseh Park 1. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S11-I5 Tecumseh Park 2. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S11-I6 Playing ball 1911. -- 1911. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)
AFC 465-S12 Streets.
ca. 1905-1912.
5 b&w photographs (tiff, jpeg)

Scope and Content
Series consists of views of London streets, both residential and in the downtown area.

AFC 465-S12-I1 Wortley Rd. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S12-I2 St. James Street 1. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph: digital image

AFC 465-S12-I3 St. James Street 2. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S12-I4 Dundas Street. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)
AFC 465-S12-I5 Dundas Street. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)
AFC 465-S13 Thames River.  
ca. 1905-1912.  
30 b&w photographs (tiff, jpeg)  

Scope and Content  
Series consists of photographs showing views of the Thames River, including various flood scenes.

AFC 465-S13-I1 North Br [Branch] Thames [River] E of Richmond St. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S13-I2 Grove Elms Thames N Branch [River]. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S13-I3 View on Thames 1910 Springbank 1 [River]. -- 1910. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S13-I4 View on Thames 1910 Springbank 2 [boats on River]. -- 1910. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S13-I5 View on Thames 1910 Springbank 3 [River]. -- 1910. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)
AFC 465-S13-I6 View on Thames 1910 Springbank 4 [River - crowd watching boats by Ward's Hotel]. -- 1910. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S13-I7 View on Thames 1910 Springbank [River - 2 men in canoe]. -- 1910. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S13-I8 Thames and power houses [River]. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S13-I9 River Thames. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S13-I10 View N Branch of Thames [River with Hellmuth Ladies College]. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S13-I11 Flood 1912 nr [Thames River with Hellmuth Ladies College]. -- 1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)
AFC 465-S13-I12 Flood 1912 North branch [Thames River]. -- 1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S13-I13 Flood North branch 1912 [Thames River]. -- 1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S13-I14 Flood time South Branch 1912 [Thames River]. -- 1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S13-I15 Thames at Richmond St. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S13-I16 The Bend at Wonderland [Thames River]. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S13-I17 Floods on the Thames 1. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)
AFC 465-S13-I18 Floods on the Thames 2. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S13-I19 Floods on the Thames 3. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S13-I20 Floods on the Thames 4. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S13-I21 Flood on the Thames . -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S13-I22 Ice north branch Thames. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S13-I23 The river at Delaware. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S13-I24 Wonderland 1. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)
AFC 465-S13-I25 Wonderland 2. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S13-I26 Wonderland 3. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S13-I27 Fine stretch of Wonderland. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S13-I28 The fisherman. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S13-I29 Beck well No 2. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S13-I30 Gerry Flats. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)
AFC 465-S14 Transportation.  
ca. 1905-1912.  
15 b&w photographs (tiff, jpeg)  

*Scope and Content*  
Series consists of photographs of transportation with majority being variety of railway lines, cars or subways for vehicles to traverse under railway tracks.  

AFC 465-S14-I1 Wharncliffe Road subway [train on tracks]. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)  

AFC 465-S14-I2 Southwest Traction line. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)  

AFC 465-S14-I3 Power house LSR [London Street Railway]. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)  

AFC 465-S14-I4 Garfield Ave LSR streetcar [London Street Railway].  
-- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)  

AFC 465-S14-I5 All aboard Strathroy GTR London [Grand Trunk Railway station platform with crowd]. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)
AFC 465-S14-I6 SWTC viaduct [South West Traction]. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S14-I7 Wonderland LSR street car [London Street Railway]. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S14-I8 Wharncliffe Road subway [looking north]. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S14-I9 LSR streetcar on road to Springbank [London Street Railway tracks]. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S14-I10 Thames Street subway. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S14-I11 GTR Bridge [Grand Trunk Railway]. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)
AFC 465-S14-I12 [Streetcar] At Emery Street. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

Scope and Content
This photograph was taken roughly where Emery Street intersects with Belgrave Avenue today. The view looks north. The car is headed to Port Stanley via Lambeth and St. Thomas.

AFC 465-S14-I13 [Streetcar] on Garfield Ave. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S14-I14 Coming, going Springbank [street railway cars]. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S14-I15 South West Traction Line car. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)
AFC 465-S15 Views.
ca. 1905-1912.
16 b&w photographs (tiff, jpeg)

Scope and Content
Series consists of views of landscape or streetscapes within London or area in vicinity.

AFC 465-S15-I1 London West view. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S15-I2 View from Meadow Lily Bridge. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S15-I3 View from Bank of Toronto 1. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S15-I4 View from Bank of Toronto 2. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S15-I5 End of Sydenham Street 1909. -- 1909. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)
AFC 465-S15-I6 City from London view 1909. – 1909. – 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S15-I7 Pond Mills Among the lilies [man rowing boat with 2 women passengers]. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S15-I8 City of London from Wortley Rd. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S15-I9 Looking East. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S15-I10 looking north [river iced up]. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S15-I11 The East Cove. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)
AFC 465-S15-I12 Looking north from Hotel. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S15-I13 On the Sulphur Springs grounds [crowds on bridge and grass at rivers' edge]. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S15-I14 Looking west from Ridout Street 1. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S15-I15 Looking west from Ridout Street 2. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)

AFC 465-S15-I16 From Blackfriars Bridge. -- ca. 1905-1912. -- 1 b&w photograph (tiff, jpg)